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Character Achievements Guide v.4.0.0 
 

 Reading Comprehension Techniques (for Dummies): 

 Have fun, not everything is 100% accurate 

 The sentences in Green are personal Advices and Suggestions. You can ignore them if you feel like it 

because there will be no consequences. However, they can help you a lot if you do what they say. 

 The sentences in Red are strict rules that you must follow. In some cases, ignoring them will result in a 

very bad consequence: One or more features are completely disabled (Harem girls, options or 

achievements…) and there's no way to fix it. 

 The meanings of Bullets: 

() – A condition you need to satisfy. 

() – A step or a series of steps in fixed order. 

() – A new feature has been unlocked. 

 Any steps or series of steps () marked (Random) are events that will be triggered by chance. If you don't 

meet such event in first try, keep repeating that () again and again until you finally meet it.  

 Follow the instructions from left to right, from first to last, in that order. 

 What “Second Trimester” means in different Pregnancy Durations: 

o 3 Weeks: 2 weeks away from birth. 

o 7 Weeks: 2 - 4 weeks away from birth. 

o We don't talk about last three. 

 “Use Harem Menu” means “open Harem Menu and tap on the girl you want to visit”. 

 

[IMPORTANT]: Navigate to “Kurumi” section first and carefully study about how to unlock her before you start. 
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Instructions: 

Misaki 
 Unlock:   

 First time you go to the Suburbs. 

 Go to Suburbs -> You will see a cat -> “Poor kitty – See if it’s okay” -> You will end up in Hospital and meet 

Misaki. 

 Misaki unlocked. 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “Hello Nurse!”:  

 Unlock Misaki. 

[2]. “I’ve Got A Fever”: 

 Cum inside her 20 times. 

[3]. “Angel’s Feet”: 

 Completed Misaki’s Achievement [2]. 

 When one of your Harem girls is in her last week of pregnancy. 

( Misaki, Arcana and Touko don't count) 

 Go to the Hospital ->  “(That girl's name) - Birth” -> Misaki will offer a Foot job -> Accept. 

 Footjob option unlocked. 

(You can’t visit any girls using Harem Menu in their last week of pregnancy. You must go to the Hospital 

manually). 

[4]. “Irritable Balls Syndrome”: 

 Completed Misaki’s Achievement [3]. 

 Received Footjob from Misaki at least 3 times. 

 When one of your Harem girls is in her last week of pregnancy. 

( Misaki, Arcana and Touko don't count) 

 Go to the Hospital ->”(That girl's name)- Birth”-> Misaki will offer a Blowjob -> Accept. 

[5]. “Mother's Musk”: 

 Unlocked Hinako. 

 Gone to the Hospital to visit Misaki in her last week of pregnancy at least once before. 

 When Misaki is in her last week of pregnancy again. 

 Go to the Hospital -> “Misaki-Birth” -> She will call you in and offer a Pregnant Footjob. 
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Hayasaki 
 Unlock: 

 In Week 2 or later. 

 Go Home with more than 20 Stamina points -> You will meet Hayasaki. 

  Hayasaki unlocked. 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “I Wanna Be Your Lover”: 

 Unlock Hayasaki. 

[2]. “Snake Eater”: 

 Made her pregnant 5 times. 

 Blowjob option unlocked. 

  Ask her for a Blowjob 

[3]. “Shot through the heart”: 

 Unlocked Hayasaki's third date. 

 When she’s not pregnant. 

 Visit her -> “Ask her for a date” -> “Go on third date” -> Choose any options you like -> Stop. 

 

 “How to unlock Hayasaki's third date”: 

 After she gives birth to first or later child. 

 When she is not pregnant. 

 Visit her -> Spam “Talk” until she agrees on a date. 

 First date unlocked. 

 “Go on a date” -> “First date” -> Choose any options you like -> Stop. 

 Second date unlocked. 

 Visit her again when she is not pregnant -> “Go on a date” -> “Second date” -> Choose any options you like -

> Stop. 

 Third date unlocked. 

(Hayasaki won't agree on dates when she is pregnant) 
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Hinako 
 Unlock and Achievement: 

[1]. “Doctor Is In”: 

 Unlocked Misaki 

 At the start of Week 10 or later. 

 You will receive a call from Hinako  -> You will meet Hinako. 

 Hinako unlocked. 
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Rumines 
 Unlock: 

 Reached at least 5 Impregnations. 

 At the start of Week 5 or later: 

 You will receive a call from Ise -> You will meet Rumines. 

(You’ll be given 20,000 credits only this time, so, try your best to make her pregnant. Always have Stamina 

drinks and Fertility pills with you)  

 Rumines unlocked. 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “Three Third Calls”: 

 After she gives birth to second or later child. 

 Visit her -> “Impregnate her” -> “I guess I have no choice but to accept” -> Rumines will offer giving you 

back your 16,000 credits -> “Alright” or “Let her keep the money”. 

(Whether you accept or refuse her offer, no consequences. So…) 

[2]. “Cunt Drink”: 

 After she gives birth to third or later child. 

 When she is not pregnant. 

 Keep the amount of money in your pocket above 1,000 credits and below 16,000 credits. 

(You can go to the Bank and deposit some of your money)  

 Visit her -> Spam “Impregnate her” until she suggests going for a drink (Random) -> “Can you hold liquor?” 

[3]. “Host Of The Nightmare”: 

 After she gives birth to third or later child. 

 When she is not pregnant. 

 Go to the Mall frequently, there’s a chance you’ll meet her there (Random) -> “Use your card’s given rights” 

-> “Do it right here, right now” -> “I’ll take my chance” -> You will piss her off. 

(You should stop impregnating her until you complete this Achievement) 

 Visit her and talk to her. 

(For pissing her off, you’ll suffer from her curse and lose 45 points of stamina at the start of every week. To 

know how to break the curse, navigate to “How to break the curse”) 

[4]. “The Pale-Boobed Lover”: 

 During her fourth or later pregnancy. 

 During her second trimester. 

 Go to the Mall frequently, there’s a chance you will meet her there (Random) -> “Help her” -> “Walk her 

home” -> Get kissed. 
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[5]. “The Moonlight Bestgirl”: 

 Completed Rumines’s Achievement [4]. 

 During Rumines’s second trimester. 

 Go to the Mall frequently, there’s a chance you will meet her there (Random) -> “Help her” -> “Go home” -> 

“Keep her company later” -> Visit her the same day using Harem Menu. 

 

 “How to break the curse”: 

 While you’re suffering from the curse. 

 Go to the Mall frequently when Rumines is not pregnant, there’s a chance you’ll meet her there (Random) -

> “Talk to her” -> She will suggest going to the Pub to talk. 

 Go to the Pub frequently to find her, there’s a chance you’ll meet her there (Random) -> Rumines will 

forgive you. 

 Curse broken. 
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Michelle  
 Unlock: 

 Gone to the School once. 

 Go to the School -> “The Gym” -> You will meet Michelle there. 

 Michelle unlocked. 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “Your Highness”: 

 Unlock Michelle. 

[2]. “Humble Ruler”: 

 Impregnated her at least 3 times.  

 Came inside her at least 20 times. 

(You can go to the Pub and take 3 shots of Whiskey to reduce your Fertility by 24 points in order to cum 

inside her more times before she gets pregnant) 

 When she is not pregnant. 

 Visit her -> “Impregnate her” -> “I’d rather fuck them”. 

 Titty-fuck option unlocked. 

 You are allowed to have sex with Michelle when she is pregnant now. 

 Titty-fuck her 10 times (Lube required) 

 Titty-fuck her once more -> She'll offer passive titty-fuck -> “I’ll try everything once”. 

 Spam “Talk” until she asks you for some money to buy a Maid outfit (Random) -> “Sure”. 

 Wait at least 4 weeks after you give her money. 

 Visit her when she is not pregnant -> She’ll inform you the Maid outfit has arrived. 

 Sex in Maid outfit option unlocked. 

 “Try out Maid outfit”. 

 You're allowed to have sex with her when she's pregnant now. 

 Michelle now stops speaking in French. 

[3]. “Forbidden Treasure” 

 Came inside her 30 more times. 

(There's a bug on some Android devices that makes cumming inside when she's not wearing Maid outfit 

not count. So you should have sex with her in Maid outfit always just to be sure) 

 When she is pregnant. 

 Visit her -> She will ask for 20,000 credits from you to buy a fencing set on an instalment plan -> “I’ll take 

it” -> You will have butt sex with her. 

[4]. “Servant Becomes The Master” 
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 Completed Michelle’s Achievement [3]. 

 Every 4 weeks after the last payment, if she is pregnant, she will ask you for another payment (10,000 

credits each time and 4 times in total) -> “Sure, why not?” 

(If it should be the week she asks for next payment but she's not pregnant yet -> Make her pregnant then go 

back to her again) 

 Wait for at least 4 weeks after the last payment. 

 Visit Michelle when she is not pregnant -> You will end up forcing Michelle to call you Master. 

 Michelle will call you Master from now on. 

[5]. “The Seed Is Strong”: 

 Impregnate her 10 times. 
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Kurumi 
 Unlock: 

 Work as Life Guard (At least 400 points of Work Skill required). 

 Spam “Work” until you meet her (Random) -> She will ask for 2,500 credits -> “Don’t give her” 

 Go to the Park frequently, there's a chance you’ll meet her there (Random)-> She will ask for another 2,500 

credits -> “Don’t give her”  

(You'll lose your money both times regardless) 

 Go to the Park frequently, there's a chance you will meet her there again (Random) 

 Kurumi unlocked. 

(You may lose Kurumi forever if you don't follow the instructions above in that order. This also means from 

the start of your new game to the first time you meet Kurumi at the Pool, you mustn't go to the Park) 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “Sibling Skinskip”: 

 Unlock Kurumi. 

[2]. “Sniqqer®”: 

 Unlocked Kurumi. 

 When Kurumi is pregnant. 

 Visit Kurumi -> Spam “Talk” until she tells you she loves Sniqqers® ice cream (Random) 

(*inserts Confused Nick gif*) 

(You don't have to set the Incest Storyline to on. You're still able to complete her achievements regardless) 
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Arcana 
 Unlock: 

 Keep going to School's Roof at the start of every week for some weeks -> Arcana will eventually show up in 

less than 5 weeks -> “Impregnate her” 

(You must go to the School’s Roof first at the start of every week before going anywhere else. Navigate to 

“How to find Arcana” to know why) 

-> Arcana unlocked. 

(You're unable to visit her using the Harem Menu, yet. Navigate to “How to find Arcana” to know how to 

find her when you want to meet her) 

 

 “How to find Arcana”: 

 Every week, Arcana will move to a different location in a fixed moving pattern. All locations she will show 

up at are mentioned in “Arcana's moving pattern”. 

 “Arcana's moving pattern”: School Roof -> Pool (As Life Guard) -> Arcana's classroom (At School) -> Love 

Hotel -> Suburbs. 

(Arcana will go back to the start of this pattern after her last appearance at Suburbs, meaning that after 

Suburbs, she will go back to School's Roof -> Pool -> Arcana’s classroom ->….).  

 She will show up only ONCE each week. If you miscalculate her next move and go to the wrong location, you 

will miss the chance to meet her that week. In case you lose track of her next moves, just keep going to 

same location for some weeks until you meet her again. 

(Only the locations mentioned in “Arcana’s moving pattern” follow this rule. Going to the Pub or Coffee 

Shop or the Mall,…doesn't affect your chance to meet her) 

 When she's giving birth, she will skip the intended location and in the following week, she will show up at 

next location. When this happens, just simply go to that “next location” to meet her. 

(For Example: If she should appear at the Suburbs this week but she doesn't because of her labor. Next 

week, you should go to School's Roof) 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “Miss Independent”: 

 Unlock Arcana. 

[2]. “Salty Taste”: 

 At the week she should show up at the Pool. 

 Work as Life Guard. 

 Spam “Work” until you meet her (Random) -> “Stop working” 

 Use Harem Menu to visit her -> “Ask for a Blowjob” -> “Pull out” or “Cum in her mouth” 
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(You don't need to cum in her mouth. If you do, she'll get mad and will avoid you for several weeks after) 

[3]. “Flip Flopping” 

 In the week Arcana should appear at her classroom. 

 When she is not pregnant. 

 Go to School -> “Arcana classroom” -> “Impregnate her” -> “Fuck her ass” -> “Go back to you deal” -> “I 

don't care” 

 If you're lucky, you won't make her pregnant in first shot -> She will beg you to take your money back and 

leave -> Accept. 

 If you're not that lucky -> She'll get mad at you for your betrayal and will avoid you for the next 10 weeks 

before she eventually forgives you -> You won't be able to interact with her as long as she's still mad. 

(You can decrease your Fertility by drinking 3 shots of Whiskey at the Pub. This might increase your chance 

of dodging these consequences) 

[4]. “Arcana Finder”: 

 Find Arcana at all her locations, 3 times each location. 

 You can visit Arcana using Harem Menu now.  

[5]. “Oreo”: 

 Cum in her pussy 50 times.  

(Only vaginal sex counts) 
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Ootori 
 Unlock:  
 At the start of Week 20, you’ll receive a call from Ise -> Go to the School -> You’ll meet OOtori and have sex 

with her there. (First time is free) 

 OOtori unlocked. 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “Meet The Teacher”: 

 Unlock Ootori. 

[2]. “Hot For Teacher”: 

 Cum inside her 50 times. 

[3]. “Parent-Teacher Meeting”: 

 Make her pregnant 20 times. 

Mashiro 
 Unlock and Achievement: 

[1]. Blue Light Special: 

 Go to the Shop. 

 Keep tapping on the image of the Shop keeper until she allows you to impregnate her. 

(She'll pretend she's not interested at first but she will eventually fall for you as you keep tapping on her) 

 Mashiro unlocked. 

Kiriya 
 [1] “Newfag”: 

-In week 10 or later. 

-Go to the Coffee Shop -> “Browse the internet” -> Kiriya will show up 

[2]"stay hydrated" 

-Buy KIRIGPP at HFF resort 

-talk to her 

[3]"To be continued" 

-follow her from redlight district ( not sure about the conditions ) 

[4]"Gamer girl bath Water" 

-follow her at her home by randomly meeting her at redlight district you wil interupt her bath 

[5]"PGGERS" 

-Meet her by using the harem page and apologise for interupting her bath she will take you to her home and you will 

have. 
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Stephanie 
 Unlock: 
 Seen her at the Pool while working as Life Guard before. 

 Work an office job: 

 Corporate: Boss or CEO. 

 Entrepreneur: Company Owner or Companies Owner or Multi-National Owner 

(Company Owner or higher positions in Entrepreneur path are best options) 

 Spam “Work”, there’s a chance you’ll catch her doing some perverse stuff in your office (Random)  

(There’s a rumor that if the first time you meet her is in your office, the game may stop working properly. 

Therefore, follow this order) 

 Stephanie unlocked. 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “Feet are Fun”: 

 When she is pregnant 

 Visit her -> “Fuck her” -> “I’m not” -> “Not yet” -> Repeat until you finish on her 4 times or more. 

 Footjob option unlocked. 

 “Demand footjob” 

[2]. “I Have To Suck It?”: 

 Had Vaginal sex with her at least 8 times. 

 Demanded Footjob from her at least 3 times. 

 Blowjob unlocked. 

 “Demand blowjob”  

[3]. “Going In Dry”” 

 Demanded blowjob from her 8 times. 

 “Demand blowjob” one more time -> “Fuck her pussy” -> Stop. 

 Spam “Talk” until she suggests anal sex (Random) 

 Anal sex option unlocked. 

 “Ass fuck her”  

(If you’re too lazy to read the texts, never choose “Keep going” while you’re fucking her ass. Remember that you 

fuck her ass without lube and it may cause permanent damage to her ass if you push it too far. If this happens, 

she won’t let you have anal sex with her ever again. As the consequence, you will never be able to unlock 

Stephanie’s Achievement [4] and there’s no way to fix it. Stephanie will also refuse Vaginal sex for at least 27 

weeks)  

[4]. “Marathon”: 
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 Completed Stephanie’s Achievement [3]. 

 Visit her -> “Fuck her” until you end up having sex with her on her computer desk (Random) -> Choose any 

options you like -> Leave. 

 Visit her again -> “Fuck her” until a similar event is triggered (Random) -> “Punish her” -> Choose the 

options you like -> Stop. 

 Keep choosing “Fuck her” until she says “Mmmmmm…” -> Leave. 

 You’ll receive a call from Ise at the start of next week -> She’ll demand you to bring Stephanie back from 

Redlight District -> You'll end up having sex with Stephanie at her house. 

 Marathon mode unlocked. 

 “Demand footjob” -> “I’m not” -> “Blow me” -> “Cum in her mouth” -> “Fuck her pussy” -> “Cum inside”-> 

“Fuck her ass” (Random) -> “Keep going” -> “Cum inside” or “Cum outside”. 

(If you see the scene with Stephanie’s computer desk again, simply choose “Forgive her” then “Cum inside”) 

(There're 3 possible Vaginal sex scenes with Stephanie and one of them doesn't give you the option “Fuck her 

ass”. If this happens, just simply repeat the series of steps) 

[5]. “Straight To The Stomach”: 

 Completed Stephanie’s Achievement [4].  

 When she’s not pregnant. 

 Visit her -> Spam “Talk” until she suggests deepthroat.(Random) 

 Deepthroat option unlocked. 

 “Deepthroat her” -> “Cum now” -> She’ll collapse.  
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Touko 
 Unlock: 
 In Week 10 or later. 
 Keep going to the Bank until you meet Touko (Random) -> She'll avoid you -> “Yes” 
 Deposit at least 25,000 credits into the Bank. 

 “Try to meet Touko” option appears under the Bank's menu 

 “Try to meet Touko” -> “Why not ?” 

-> Touko unlocked. 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “First Meeting”: 

 Unlock Touko. 

[2]. “Ponzi Scheme”: 

 Have more than 500,000 credits in your pocket. 

 After she gives birth for the second time or later. 

 Visit her when she's not pregnant -> Spam “Talk” until she mentions about a CD (Random) 

 “Impregnate her” -> “Pay 19,000 credits”. 

 CD Investment option unlocked. 

[3]. “Overdraft Protection”: 

 Completed Touko's Achievement [2]. 

 When she's pregnant. 

 Visit her -> “Impregnate her” -> “Pay 10,000 credits” -> Stop. 

 Blowjob option unlocked. 

 “Ask for a Blowjob” 3 times. 

 Tit-fuck option unlocked. 

 “Ask for a Tit-fuck” 4 times -> She'll offer anal sex -> “You got a deal” -> “Cum in her ass again” two more 

times -> Stop -> She will collapse.  

[4]. “Million Dollars Baby”: 

 Completed Touko's Achievement [2]. 

 Keep investing in her CD until the total amount reaches 1,000,000 credits. 

(You can choose the option “Invest in her CD” instead of keep performing any kinds of sex with her. This is 

more stamina-efficient and also faster)  

(You can check how much you’ve invested in her CD by choosing “Ask for her stats”) 

[5]. “Public Listing”: 

 Completed Touko's Achievement [4]. 
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 When she is not pregnant. 

 Visit her -> Her employee will inform you that you can't take back the money you've invested in the Bank. 

 Touko will come to you -> “Threaten Touko”  

 Multiple public sex options unlocked in “Meet me somewhere else”. 

 “Meet me somewhere else” -> Choose the option you like. 

(There's a chance you've had sex with her in the public before and thus, completed this Achievement before) 

 

Ise 
 Unlock and Achievement: 

[1]. “Chief Executive” 

 Reached at least 25 Impregnations. 

 Go to H.F.F Headquarter -> “Visit Ise” 

 Ise unlocked. 
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Alexis 
 Unlock:  

 Completed Michelle's Achievement [4]. 

 Seen her at the Pool while working as Life Guard before. 

 Keep working as Life Guard -> There's a chance an event will trigger, in which Michelle yells at Alexis for 

being too loud. 

 Visit Michelle -> “Ask about Alexis” -> You'll call Ise to ask for an appointment with Alexis. 

 Next week, go to the Hospital -> You'll have sex with Alexis (Lube required) 

 Alexis unlocked. 

 

 Achievements:  

[1].”Begone, Pleb”: 

 See Alexis at the Pool. 

[2]. “Little Princess” 

 Unlock Alexis. 

[3]. “Doctors Appointment”: 

 During Alexis's second trimester. 

 Visit the Hospital frequently, there's a chance she will be there for check-up (Random)-> “Alexis – Check-

up”  

[4]. “Slip N Slide”: 

 Stop having sex with any girls for at least 7 days, there's a chance you will meet Alexis and have sex with 

her in your dream (Random). 

(Don't have sex until you successfully complete this achievement. Wet dreams with other girls are okay) 

[5]. “Little Momma”: 

 Make her pregnant 10 times. 
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Anna and Rianna 
 Unlock: 

 Reached at least 50 Impregnations. 

 Go to Downtown -> Meet Anna and Rianna. 

 Anna and Rianna unlocked. 

 

 The Debates: 

 They will have a debate every time: 

 You make 15 more Impregnations from their last debate.  

 None of them is pregnant at the same time. 

 Those debates are key factor in unlocking their new sex options and outfits and by unlocking new sex 

options (positions and outfits), you will ultimately unlock their Achievements.  

 Every time they're in a debate, each of them will offer a new sex option to drag you to their side.  

(Do a zig-zag move when you choose who you want to back. If you back Rianna this time, you should back 

Anna next time and so on…) 

(Start impregnating any random girls you meet from this point to speed up the process) 

 

 Rianna' Achievements: 

[1]. “Meet Your Leader”: 

 Unlock Rianna. 

[2]. “First Debate”: 

 Back Rianna in the first debate. 

[3]. “27 Dresses”: 

 Unlocked any of her new outfits (White Dress, Schoolgirl Outfit, BunnyGirl Outfit). 

 Cum inside her 27 times when she's wearing those outfits. 

[4]. “Motion Denied”: 

 Unlocked all sex options of both Rianna and Anna. 

 When none of them is pregnant. 

 Visit them -> You'll meet Shelly (Rianna's intern) 

 Shelly unlocked. 

 Ask to have sex with Shelly 5 times.  

 [5]. “Double Tap”: 

 Completed Rianna's Achievement [4]. 

 When none of them is pregnant. 

 Visit them -> They will offer a threesome. 
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 Have a threesome with Anna and Rianna -> Make both of them pregnant during the process. 

 

 Anna's Achievements: 

[1]. “First Contact”: 

 Unlock Anna. 

[2]. “Strong Arm”: 

 Unlocked Anna’s “School uniform sex”. 

 “School uniform Sex”. 

[3]. “Supreme Butthurt”: 

 Unlocked Anna’s “Anal”. 

 “Anal” -> “Let’s do it!” -> “Cum in her ass again” until she passes out. 

[4]. “Election Circle” 

 Unlock all of her sex options. 

[5]. “Bi-partisan Effort”: 

 Have a threesome with Anna and Rianna. 

(Read Rianna's Achievement [5] for instructions) 
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Shelly 
…... 

*Dead Silence* 

…... 

*Seriously?* 

…... 

 

Miyu 
 Unlock: 

 Reached at least 400 Impregnations (!) 

 Have at least 1,000,000 credits in your pocket (!) 

 You will receive a call from Ise at the start of new week -> “Sign the NDA” -> “Impregnate her” 

(You must “Sign the NDA”, otherwise, you'll lose Miyu forever). 

 Miyu unlocked. 

(Successful or not in impregnating Miyu is horribly dependent on your luck. There's a chance you'll meet 

her in her very Safe day and will waste your precious 1 million credits for nothing because Miyu is 

absolutely unfertilized on that day. Don't punch your screen if that happens to you. It's innocent! ) 

(Punch the devs instead!) 

 

 Achievements: 

[1]. “Hello World”: 

 Unlock Miyu. 

(To unlock Miyu's Achievement [2] and [3], you have to set the Pregnancy Duration to 7 days) 

[2]. “I’m A Real Girl!” : 

 Made Miyu pregnant at least 5 times. 

 When she is not pregnant. 

 Visit her -> Spam “Ogle tits” until she says “Is there something you need to tell me” (Random) 

 Boobjob option unlocked. 

 “I’m going to play with your breasts” -> “I’ll give you’re a break” -> Repeat these steps one more time. 

 “Impregnate her”. 

 Pussy-licking scene unlocked. 

 Spam “Talk” a dozen times. 

 Make her pregnant with Quadruplets (4 embryos) at least once. (Random) 

 Visit her when she's not pregnant -> She'll ask you about the outside world -> “Spill everything” -> Miyu 

will tell you to go home. 
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 Visit her again in the next week -> Ise will inform you that Miyu’s behaviors have changed. 

 Talk to Miyu -> “Let’s go for a walk” 

 Sex in the park unlocked (“Let’s go for a walk”). 

 Miyu now allows you to have sex with her during her pregnancy with a massive discount!  

(….of ONLY 500,000 credits each time…)  

 Miyu advances to Level 2! 

       [3]. “To Serve Man”: 

 Completed Miyu’s Achievement [2]. 

 Had sex with her when she's pregnant at least 10 times and at least 5 times of those have to be done at the 

Park.  

(“Cum again” doesn't count) 

(If you don't waste 5 million credits or more on this, you're doing it wrong !). 

 During her second trimester. 

 Visit her -> Ask for another Boobjob to unlock all of her Boobjob scenes. 

(To make sure you've unlocked all Miyu's Boobjob scenes, turn “Skip texts” on then ask Miyu for Boobjob. 

No more new texts = All scenes unlocked) 

 Visit her -> Spam “Talk” until she asks you: “Should we always strive to maximize our potential?” (Random) 

-> “Yes” 

 After Miyu gives birth, you'll receive another call from Ise -> She'll demand you to go find Miyu -> “Of 

course” 

(You must agree to help Ise find Miyu) 

 Search all locations on the Map. 

(You won't find her anywhere. No one can. But you must) 

 After searching all the locations -> Go home -> You will meet her there. 

 Miyu will ask you to run away with her -> “No, that's unrealistic” -> Miyu will be mad at you and will avoid 

you for 5 weeks. 

(If you agree with her -> Game Over) 

 Wait at least 5 weeks then come back to her -> She'll make a big apology. 

 Miyu advances to Level 3! 

[4]. “Octomom”: 

 Make Miyu pregnant with Octuplets (8 embryos) (!!!) 

[5]. “I Get A Bit Genghis Khan”: 

 Have 400 kids with Miyu (!!!!!!!!!) 

(Set the Pregnancy Duration to 3 weeks and stop having sex with any other girls) 

(This should be the last Achievement to grind on in the game) 
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Inari 
• Unlock: 

 Reached 1,000 Impregnations (!!!) 

 Have at least 10,000,000 credits in your pocket (!!!!) 

 Inari will visit you in your dream. 

 Go to the Park next morning -> “Yes” 

 Donate any amount of money to the shrine -> Come back next week and donate one more time. 

 “10,000,000” credits donation option unlocked. 

 “10,000,000” (!!!!!!) -> Inari will appear and bring you to her place for some fun. 

 Inari unlocked. 

 From now on, Inari will show up every time you donate 10,000,000 credits to her shrine. 

 

Amber 
[1]"Amercican girl" 

To meet unlock her ootori arcana and michelle must be pregnant then go to school and choose random classroom 

[2]"southern hospitality" 

When you have sex with her you have to fill her 4+ time Do so 10 times 

[3]"No silicon valley" 

Random enconter at HFF headquarter ( may need to have the last place to meet her at school : gym) 

[4]"dawn's Early light" 

Don't have sex with her impregnate ootori, michel and arcana, then wait for at least a complete fertility cycle before 

meeting her at the peak of her fertility cycle. 

[5]"Manifest destiny" 

Sex while pregnant 

Kazumi 
unlock : preg Kurumi multiple time then met her on the HFF building 

[1] "sibling rivalry" 

-work on the first choice of corporate job until you have a random encounter with her then switch on the second job 

and do the same until CEO 

[2]"siblings with benefit" 

-following the previous [1] 

- you shoold get her pregnant by then to continue you will have to talk ti her she will talk about her habit to take bath at 

the harafit after work, 

So work a bit go to gym then go to bath unitil you met and impregnate her. 

-after she will tell you of her habit of sleeping on the job to get energy, work until you can nap on the job to get a nice 

awakening 

- normaly you can now met and fuck her freely 
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[3]"double trouble" 

-impregnate her once, then continu to meet her at the gym or love hotel until a second pregnancy pop 

/ ! \ you have to work on the corporate path to have all option if you don't you can only meet her at her home and not 

at work 

[4]"Winter Wincest" 

-talk to her on the 24/12 she will tell you christmas is near 

-meet her the 25th 

[5] "as good as it gets" 

-See all her scene 

I don't have the complete list there is several random enconter at her home and 2 of the when she is pregnant 
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Shiori 
unlock : buy the Av until you got the 6th one you will met her at the suburb 

 

[1]"okaerinanasai" 

-random scene when you wisit her to have sex during cooking or laundry 

[2]"Mother milk# 

-random scene when visiting her in the second trimester of pregnancy 

[3] "pokemom: gotta watch'em all" 

-get all her AV 

7th at the beach (random) 

8th at the arcade quiz on the oedipe question answer shiori 

9th at your home you can watch her AV, her standing picture on the left is clickable by clicking on her mouth she will 

guide you on a part of her anatomy to click on repeat until you got the AV 

10th at the manga store you can grab it from a shelf 

[4]"mommy island" 

- after seeing all her scene you will talk about it 

during the stay she will ask you to do activities you have to get her "pregnant" on each one. 

For the last day you have to rent a bugalow you can do so by talking to your liaison at the hotel lobby 

 

JuicyWaterBomb said: 

So there are 11 events in total for her. The ones where you have to get her pregnant are: in her bed(normal), while 

cooking(random -> harem page), while cleaning(random -> harem page), in the bath(random -> harem page), in the 

pool( working->as a lifeguard), in the onsen, the AV( at home you may have to watch the av before she caught you in the 

act). Then there's the scene where you nap at her house and she wakes you up with a bj, preggo sex and the milking 

scene. The last scene(s) is the resort. 

 

[5]"Motherlove" 

After all that you can choose to return at a platonic love with your mother, i'm not sure you get this one if you choose to 

do so 

 

Tsubasa 
[1] "Got gud" 

-beat her score at NTR defender 

[2]"Training day" 

after meeting her at the mail you can train her when given the choice don't abuse your right and be patient until she is 

ready to have sex 

[3]"stage fright ?" 

-Random enconter at the mall then follow her 

[4]"game on" 

-random enconter at the arcade 

https://f95zone.to/goto/post?id=5511589
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[5] "SPF-80085 

- meeting her at the beach (the one you travel by train). Not sure about the conditions, get it while she was 1 week 

pregnant. Probability must be really low, so save and load (a lot !!) 
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Yurika 
[1] "beer goggles" 

- get wasted ( drink until you passed out) 

[2]"Fetal alcohol 

- 10X impregnation 

[3] "barrel aged" 

-when pregnant she will change her outfit for her maid one 

[4] "Party Fool" 

-have sex with her during her shift ( it may requier for her to be pregnant, and or to have high favorability that you can 

raise by letting her finish her shift before joining her at her home to have sex ) 

[5]"deglaze" 

- You can meet her at the library she will the offer you to cook for you at your home ( may requier hight favorability, and 

or to follow the book recomandation that she give you after sex at her home) 

Reiko 
unlock : work as a contractor in the workpath construction until you meet her 

-random encounter at the suburbs and choose to intercept her ( not follow her ) 

 

[1]" community outreach" 

- i'm not clear on how i think its simply unlock her 

[2]" Challenge accepted" 

- when you have sex with her she will try to tire you out with preliminary you have to let her do that until the end 

[3]"fertility godess" 

- 10X impregnation 

[4]"buddha sex" 

- pregnant sex (require good favorability pray and giving money may help) 

[5]"Just a normal girl" 

-meet her at the manga store and offer her a date 
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Shizuka 

[1] "Chad" 

To meet her you need a 100+ impregnation conter and meet her at HFF headquarter accept her offer 

[2]"forgiveness" 

One of the sex scene spam her until you get it 

[3]"Total stud" 

One of the sex scene you have to unlock her 2 friend she will propose to go at a party with the 3 

[4]" run home to daddy" 

When you try to contact her and she and the others 2 and they are innacesible go to HFF ressort you will met them on 

the beach choose shizuka 

[5] "netori" 

10X impregnation 

 

Youko 

[1]"coming clean?" 

When shizuka is pregnant (2nd semester it's unclear if the baby need to be her father's or your's) ask to meet shizuka 

she will present you youko 

[2]"exploration!" 

-random enconter at the mall go shopping with her and pay for her stuff on the roof choose the backdoor 

[3]"Simp" 

-random enconter at the mall go shopping with her and pay for her stuff 

[4]"Storyline" 

-you have to read all her lines i assume you have to meet her at the mall and resort 

[5]"Overstretched" 

10X impregnation 

 

Natsumi 
[1]"sharring is carring" 

When shizuka is pregnant (2nd semester it's unclear if the baby need to be her father's or your's) ask to meet shizuka 

she will present you natsumi after youko 

[2]"so smart so dumb" 

have sex with her until the option is giving in the choices do get a BJ 

[3]"now i feel bad" 

her familiarity must be high then you can meet her on the train (i don't remember where) then you can choose to 

impregnate her while posing as an anonymous train molester that will make her cry. 

[4]"saved vacation" 

When you try to contact her and she and the others 2(shizuka, youko) and they are innacesible go to HFF ressort you will 

met them on the beach choose youko and natsumi 

[5]"tight body ruined" 

10X impregnation 
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H.F.F RESORT 
Follow the Instructions tell by Mei, Saki or Rurika. You can find them on board on the Cervixpiercer, under the “Check 

my notes” tag. Find the girls on the beach on morning. 

Mei 
Find her on the Gym Hotel on morning. 

 

Set a course for the island of Cervica. 

4 path randomly generated. 

For the non-instructed ways, save your game on past checkpoint and try route one by one. 

Pick up the phone and then go back to the cove 

 

Saki 
Find her on the store on evening. 

 

Set a course for the island of Ovaria  
Use Geothermomether to find the temperature instructed (see followed table) 

Core 
(m) 

Vent 
(m) 

°C   
Core 
(m) 

Vent 
(m) 

°C   
Core 
(m) 

Vent 
(m) 

°C 

0 0 50   30 0 41   60 0 32 

0 10 49,7   30 10 40,7   60 10 31,7 

0 20 49,4   30 20 40,4   60 20 31,4 

0 30 49,1   30 30 40,1   60 30 31,1 

0 40 48,8   30 40 39,8   60 40 30,8 

0 50 48,5   30 50 39,5   60 50 30,5 

0 60 48,2   30 60 39,2   60 60 30,2 

0 70 47,9   30 70 38,9   60 70 29,9 

0 80 47,6   30 80 38,6   60 80 29,6 

0 90 47,3   30 90 38,3   60 90 29,3 

0 100 47   30 100 38   60 100 29 

                      

10 0 47   40 0 38   70 0 29 

10 10 46,7   40 10 37,7   70 10 28,7 

10 20 46,4   40 20 37,4   70 20 28,4 

10 30 46,1   40 30 37,1   70 30 28,1 

10 40 45,8   40 40 36,8   70 40 27,8 

10 50 45,5   40 50 36,5   70 50 27,5 

10 60 45,2   40 60 36,2   70 60 27,2 

10 70 44,9   40 70 35,9   70 70 26,9 

10 80 44,6   40 80 35,6   70 80 26,6 

10 90 44,3   40 90 35,3   70 90 26,3 

10 100 44   40 100 35   70 100 26 

                      

20 0 44   50 0 35   80 0 26 

20 10 43,7   50 10 34,7   80 10 25,7 

20 20 43,4   50 20 34,4   80 20 25,4 

20 30 43,1   50 30 34,1   80 30 25,1 

20 40 42,8   50 40 33,8   80 40 24,8 

20 50 42,5   50 50 33,5   80 50 24,5 

20 60 42,2   50 60 33,2   80 60 24,2 

20 70 41,9   50 70 32,9   80 70 23,9 

20 80 41,6   50 80 32,6   80 80 23,6 

20 90 41,3   50 90 32,3   80 90 23,3 

20 100 41   50 100 32   80 100 23 

 

Exit Volcano and re-enter the cavern to pick-up the earbuds 
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Rurika 
Find her on the Hotel entrance on the afternoon. 

 

Set a course for the island of Fallopia. 

Rurika is easy, just walk north along the shore until you get the right description, then dive and explore. 

Pick up the brush 

 

 


